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ABSTRACT
Network measurement and telemetry techniques are central to the
management of today’s computer networks. One popular technique
with several applications is the estimation of traffic matrices. Exist-
ing traffic matrix inference approaches that use statistical methods,
often make assumptions on the structure of the matrix that may
be invalid. Data-driven methods, instead, often use detailed infor-
mation about the network topology that may be unavailable or
impractical to collect.
Inspired by the field of image processing, we propose a super-
resolution technique for traffic matrix inference that does not re-
quire any knowledge on the structural properties of the matrix
elements to infer, nor a large data collection. Our experiments
with anonymized Internet traces demonstrate that the proposed
approach can infer fine-grained network traffic with high preci-
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1 INTRODUCTION
The improvement of computer network efficiency, once low-hanging
fruits have been harvested, necessarily passes through advanced
analytics and non-trivial timely troubleshooting. Collecting the
right amount of traffic at the right time is, however, a challenging
operation, given the scale of today’s networks and the “hidden”
network spots. For example, a single high-speed network inter-
face within a given region could generate hundreds of gigabytes
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of (un-sampled) flow statistics per day if fully utilized, while the
whole network might generate several gigabytes of simple network
management protocol (SNMP) statistics per day [1, 3].
To reduce the costs of fine-grained measurements and storage
needs, the researchers looked for ways to infer network patterns
from the least amount of data stored and collected [6], sometimes
because such data is not available, since, before the (performance)
problem arose, the frequency of measurements was kept low.
A goal of this work is to explore how a computer vision technique
called super-resolution can help with network monitoring and teleme-
try operations, in general, and to infer fine-grain traffic details only
using aggregate measurements, in particular. In our approach, we
consider a Low Resolution (LR) image, representing the traffic ma-
trix in pixels (heatmap). Using a Super-Resolution (SR) technique,
we can then reconstruct a more accurate, i.e., High Resolution(HR)
representation of the traffic that we would have seen on a given
subnetwork, with the smallest possible inference error. To do so,
we apply a supervised learning problem and train a deep neural
network with several high-resolution traffic images together with
their low-resolution counterparts. We then use the trained neural
network to infer the high-resolution version when only a low-
resolution version is available.
The proposed technique is effective and could be applied to many
network telemetry operations for network debugging and perfor-
mance diagnosis. We are not the first to apply super-resolution
techniques to networking problems. Existing work, however, is
limited, and used mobile traffic geolocations [7]. In this project,
we propose its use as a traffic volume inference technique. The
somehow surprising result that we present in this project is the
fact that, despite the lack of geoproximity, present in existing work,
heatmaps resembling traffic matrices still preserve some features
that we can exploit in our inference problem. In particular, we apply
super-resolution to images obtained from computer network traffic
matrices, proposing a Traffic Matrix Super-Resolution (TMSR). In
Figure 1, we illustrate an example of super-resolution when applied
to a standard image (example from the DIV2K dataset [4]) and a
pixel representation of the traffic matrix of a real network [5].
We assume that “enough” high-resolution images of traffic ma-
trices are available for training. In large networks, however, large
data transfers, and the security and privacy constraint may render
this approach impractical. Moreover, some service providers have
customers that are unwilling or incapable of sharing their local mea-
surement data. To cope with these practical problems, we exploit
federated learning [2], a fairly recent distributed machine learning
technique that allows training by sending copies of a model where
data resides (as opposed to sending the data to the model).
We analyze the benefits of training our Traffic-Matrix Super
Resolution model with federated learning. With some surprising
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Figure 1: Comparison between images reconstructed using a
Super-Resolution technique, on a standard image (top), and
on a pixel representation of a Traffic Matrix (bottom).
results, our simulations using real datasets show the effectiveness
of our approach to improve the accuracy performance compared to
a super-resolution model trained in a centralized way. In particular,
we obtained better traffic inference accuracy results with an often
significantly lower number of training epochs.
2 INITIAL EVALUATION RESULTS
We started comparing the low-resolution (LR) input and the relative
high-resolution (HR) ground truth (Figure 2); the traffic matrices
are generated using bicubic interpolation and with our proposed
TMSR method, both in its centralized and federated version. Each
sub-figure shows snapshots of the predictions made, when work-
ing with different scale factors: ×2, ×3, and ×6. A scale factor of
2 indicates that the low-resolution traffic matrix image has been
down-sampled by a factor of 2 from its high-resolution original
version. In particular, in Figure 2 we observe that our models predict
traffic accurately for all scale factors. As expected, the accuracy of
the inference decreases as the scale factor increases. The texture
and details are, however, almost perfectly recovered for the scale
factor ×2. In contrast, the bicubic technique, although improving
the resolution of network traffic “snapshots”, loses details and de-
viates more from the ground truth measurements. These initial
results show how the proposed architecture is able to estimate
traffic matrices with an 87% lower prediction error than bicubic
interpolation. When we use a scale factor of ×6, our model is able
to estimate network traffic with high accuracy, having to process,
save, and transmit only ( 16×6 =
1
36 )-𝑡ℎ of the original traffic volume
data. Moreover, to obtaining lower values of the loss function, a
measure of the model accuracy, we train the system using a feder-
ated model and obtain the same results as in the centralized model,
but performing 80% fewer training rounds (Figure 3).
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Figure 2: Qualitative comparison of our models with the
Bicubic interpolation technique for scale factors ×2. TMSR-
C and TMSR-F refer to the TMSR model in its centralized
and federated version respectively.
Figure 3: Mean Absolute Error during model training. Cen-
tralized TMSR architecture (TMSR-C) and federated counter-
part (TMSR-F ). Each model is trained for the scale factor ×6.
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